This study is to investigate dissatisfaction behavior of customers who purchase products on the Internet shopping mall and to find customers' dissatisfaction behavior types for effectively responding to that. Managing dissatisfaction behaviors are related to the customer satisfaction. To conduct this study, Call Center data was collected and analysed by qualitative method. The results showed that dissatisfaction of product quality and disappointment have different effects on post purchase behaviors. Customers who feel more --dissatisfaction with product quality showed the aggressive response such as exchange, refund, while customers who feel disappointment are likely to switch the shopping mall or to cancel the order. These results of customers' dissatisfaction behaviors indicate that company has to manage both product quality and the customer's experience dimension.
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Introduction
As the size of e commerce is drastically -increasing, internet shopping mall is growing in a fast phase and the product types and ranges are becoming diversified.
In Korea, among the retail transactions in one year, online transactions are expected to be around 10 trillion won. Further, internet shopping mall is active that it ranks third after the large super markets and department stores (Sun 2007) .
As the online shopping mall market is so active that the strategy to increase loyalty on shopping mall will affect company's operating income, and can be a method to retain its competitive edge.
On the other hand, since it is easy to reach online shopping mall, numerous online shopping companies are competing each other that the importance to increase brand loyalty and strengthen the relationship with the customers are becoming important for the companies.
There have been many discussions regarding the importance to understand and develop various relationships between customers and brands (McAlexander 2002; Fournier 1998; Price 1999) . As the ecommerce is growing, Reichheld & Phil said that through retaining e loyalty, the -company should develop relationship with the customers in a long term, and in order to do this, it is very important to construct trust relationship with the customers (Reichheld 2000) . Since the e commerce -such as the internet transactions works differently with the offline transactions, it is important to construct the environment that the customers can trust, and this suggests the importance to find out customers' experience elements such as their feelings and emotions.
Also, in the internet shopping mall shows opinions from the buyers in real time regarding the products they purchased, which has enormous spread out effects. When one considers all this, it makes clearer the necessity to find customers' dissatisfactions in advance and cope with them.
Researches regarding the evaluation and reflection on purchase experiences have been processed based on customers' satisfaction/dissatisfaction researches and customers dissatisfaction activities (Bearden 1985) . Companies are managing by finding out various dissatisfaction activities during the product purchase processes to satisfy ever complicated ∲ ∲ customers' wants, but these problems still are not easy to conceptualize and measure (Richins 1997 can feel safe and do the purchasing activities(Jarvenspaa 1997).
Activities after the purchase from the shopping mall
After purchasing products, customers can feel satisfaction or dissatisfaction while using them. Also, from these experiences, products are revaluated and reflected to the future decision making.
Further, their experiences of satisfaction or dissatisfaction from the products are informed to the surrounding people and to the company as a word of mouth. After ∲ ∲ the purchase, all these activities are included, and customers purchasing from online are composed of these elements.
However, in case of online, not only the products that are purchased, but also these kinds of behaviors are taken in the online shopping malls as one of characteristics. Products purchased from online which customers evaluate and how they behave are not much different from offline. Important reasons why people
give interests to their behaviors after online purchases are because they are related to the repurchase actions.
Moreover, the characteristics of online customers can easily be transferred to other sites and also negative word of mouth regarding products and sites can be rapidly and widely spread than the offline.
Therefore, managing customers' behaviors after purchases can be success elements for the internet shopping mall (Lee 2006 ).
Concept and type of customers' dissatisfaction behaviors
Customers' dissatisfaction behaviors can be defined as the actions to express customers' dissatisfaction situations after the purchase processes and reflecting from the perceived unsatisfactory situation (Fornell 1987; Oliver 1993; Singh 1996 (Gilly 1982; Blodgett 1997 ).
Customers dissatisfaction behaviors
can be expressed when they are satisfied as well, but according the research, customers' dissatisfaction behaviors are mainly related to the negative behaviors, and these unsatisfactory followed by its behaviors can cause such as the negative word of mouth or refusal of the product in the research (Lee 2005; Best 1977; Blodgett 1997 ).
Customers' dissatisfaction behavior types are shown in various ways. Form the research of Son, YoungHwa(2006) , through the preceding research result and preliminary investigation of Day (1984) and Day & Landon (1977) , classified into 13 dissatisfaction behaviors, and they can be ∲ ∲ classified into five patterns (Day 1984; Day 1977) . They are organized in <Table 1>
below. These results are customers' compensation requests, negative word of mouth, boycotting, public enemy behaviors, which is similar to the preexisting research results (Blodgett 1997; Singh 1990 ).
Research Problem
Since the customers can purchase products by clicking from the desired time 
No behavior
• No action is takes since it is matter of no importance
• No action is taken because the effort and time is a waste
• Useless even complained, so no action is taken
Request for the exchange/refund
• Request for an exchange 
Research Method
In order to research to seek customers' • Not satisfied after receiving (Not satisfied with the price and contents other than smell)
Not satisfied (smell)
• Not satisfied after receiving (customers thoughts are different due to product's fishy smell, occurrence of the unique smell)
Not satisfied (Taste)
• Not satisfied after receiving (difference occurs from the expected taste)
Not satisfied (External look)
• Not satisfied after receiving (subjectively exterior look is not accepted) Too dark/black ( It is arranged in <Table 5>. In case of the Korea post office shopping, through the system construction, it Third is the management of the production which it was taking appropriate improvement measures so that good quality products could be supplied. Customers' mind changes Simple change
Handling and improvement operations on customers' dissatisfaction behaviors
• Classify before and after receiving • In case of customers' simple mind changes, customers are charged part of the shipping (Agreement revision)
Not satisfied (others)
• Supplement customers' changed types, try to find and improve reasons for the changes Not satisfied (smell)
• Due to the product characteristics, its own smell should be placed in the manual • Supplement through the strengthening product test with the deterioration caution products Not satisfied (taste)
• After the strengthening product test of corresponding products, decide for the improvement then take an action Not satisfied (external look)
• Improve the display of products within the packaging box Not satisfied (packing)
• Strengthen production sampling's quality test of the standard packing box • Discipline standard packing box's non production companies <Table 8> Improvement activities 2 regarding customers' dissatisfaction behaviors (Managing customers' mind changes)
Types Details Detailed contents
Inferior products Different form the production explanation
• After confirming the return of the corresponding products, check for the facts then take measures • Take measures by registering detailed information in advance in the internet
Inferior products
• Rationally decide for the supply time for the corresponding seasonal products • Preserve the system in order to test check, then supply for the easily deteriorated products suppliers (dried persimmon, dried croaker, apple, bear and marine products)
Expire date and indication standard
• Reinforce the return pick up (with the support of the call center) -for the product check before solving the problem within the company (exchange, refund, additional dispatch) • Through the routine product test, and take measures for the disqualifying companies Third, it would be necessary to verify by finely developing research models on dissatisfaction and satisfaction behaviors.
Through this process, it would be possible to concretely find the effects to increase the satisfaction from the online dissatisfaction behaviors.
